
Are you the Full Stack Developer HelloProf is looking for? 

 
What does HelloProf offer? 
 
HelloProf offers a unique opportunity to develop your skills and strengthen an innovative team with 
the possibility of becoming a driving force behind HelloProf. It is of course also an educational 
adventure; our favorite quote is "Never stop learning".  

 
You will end up in the coolest working environment in Ghent. HelloProf consists of a small team of 15 
enthusiastic colleagues. On Mondays there’s free lunch and once a month we start the weekend together 
with an ice-cold beer. We go on a team building trip to the Gentse Feesten, have a Christmas party or we 
play a VR game now and then. Our head office is located in historical Ghent, within walking distance of 
the Korenmarkt. We offer a full-time position of indefinite duration with a competitive salary according to 
your profile with the current fringe benefits (remote working, hospitalization insurance, meal vouchers 
...).  
 

What does a Full Stack Developer do at HelloProf? 
 

● You strengthen our development team and you contribute to the international growth of HelloProf 
in order to give even more students access to the support they need. From valuable operational 
improvements to completely new features, your impact on HelloProf is immediately measurable 
and highly valued. 

● You work closely with the CTO of the platform. As backend we use Python / Django and 
Javascript / React is the frontend. We sit together weekly to see what could be improved. 

● You are a Full Stack Developer in the broadest sense of the word. You have a varied range of 
duties. 
 
 

Who are we looking for? 
 
We are looking for a driven colleague (junior or senior) with ownership. You have completed an education 
in computer science (master’s degree) or you have similar web development experience.  
 
You also have the following competences: 

● You are fluent in at least 1 recent programming language 
● Experience with Python / Django, React and / or Javascript is a plus 
● You have an eye for detail and qualitative front end is just as important as a stable back end 

 



 
About HelloProf 
 

HelloProf wants to give everyone the opportunity to learn from the best. Mathematics explanation,              
French conversation lessons, a refresher course in law, business English... thanks to our international              
network of qualified tutors, HelloProf prouds itself on finding a match for any tutoring request. That is                 
why HelloProf offers access to a network of private teachers for primary, secondary and higher               
education and for professional lessons via bijleshuis.be, bijleshuis.nl and soon also helloprof.com. Our             
headquarters are located in Ghent and our teachers are active throughout Flanders, Brussels and the               
Netherlands. Because HelloProf has grown to be the largest tutoring organization in Flanders with              
international ambition, we are looking for a Full Stack Developer to complete our passionate team. 
 

 
 
 
 


